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The importance of the place music deserves in the curriculum today
is not questioned by any thinking person. It is aver attaining new em
phasis in light of advancing educational thought and x->rac"fcice. ^ae
interest of such authoritative philosophers end psychologists es Dewey,
Edman, Hopkins, 7/fursell, Preseott, Huge; and others who are responsible
for an influential body of literature on the subject of arts and life
substantiate this fact. They urge that among other things an active par
ticipation in the arts be extended to the mess population to the end
that the lives of all the people may be permeated with a higher order
of creative expression.
The educational values of music cannot be overlooked. From its very
nature it is correlative with language as one of man's means of self-ex
pression. It has great social power to weld together varied experiences
in the school as well as outside of it. If education is to fulfill its
major purpose, that of developing the whole individual into a happy well
integrated personality to function effectively in our democratic society,
tha emotional end aesthetic makeup must not be neglected.
fi^^SF^EL-Pl-Zr^lSH*— ^ne problem involved in this study wss to
ascertain the present status of the T.fusic Education Program of the
1
Pitts, Lilla Bslle, The "usio C^irriculum^njt iChanginj_^orld,
(law York, 1944), p. 4 ™~ ~ ~~~~~" ~ ~ ~~ ~
2
accredited secondary schools for Negroes in the Stats of Georgia during
the year 1950-1951.
Definit_i_on_o_f_Terns.— The term "music educetion" as discussed by Jemes
Mursell, and as it will be used in this study denotes all the experiences
in music provided, either as a part of classroom actiyities or extra
activities which are available to ell who desire them end further provides
for increasing awareness, interest, and insight regarding music.
Research Method.-- The Normative Survey Method was used in securing
data for this study.
Subjects Involved.— The subjects involved in this study were:
1. The eighty-four accredited seoondery schools for Negroes.
2. The teaching personnel connected with the music education
program.
Purpose of Study,— The Major purpose of this study is to discover
what opportunitier are being offered Negro youth in the accredited
Negro secondary schools of Georgia for experiences in music either as a
part of the curriculum or outside of it. More specifically, this study
sought information regarding the following aspects of the Music Education
Programs
1. The extent to which music courses or activities are available
to meet general music needs.
2. The extent to which music courses or activities &re available
to meet specialized needs.
3. The time allotted for music activities.
1
Ketional Society For The Study of Education, Mus^c Sducstion, Thirty-
fifth Yearbook, Part II (Bloomin^ton, Illinois lJ7T^~7~~~~~"
4. The provision of equipment by the school for do ins music work
adequately and imprassively.
5. The extent to which the personnel concerned with the music
education program are adequately trained.
6. The extent to which the music education program extend into
district and statewide festivals or the like.
Source of Data.— The source of data for this study was the eighty-
four accredited secondary schools in Georgia, sixty-four of which had
been accredited by ths Hating Service of Georgis end twenty accredited by
the Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Collages and the rating
service system of the state. Of tho eighty-four questionnaire check-list
forms mailed, returns wars received from thirty-two or thirty-eight per
cent of the schools contacted. In justification of the return sample of
the eighty-four accredited schools contacted, it can be said that the
returns were reasonably distributed ss geographical areas, as to size
in terms of enrollment and as to location in terms of being situated in
urban or non-urban communities. This coincidence of returns would seem
to warrant the assumption that the group answering constituted a fair
sample of the accredited secondary schools for Negroes.
Procedure.— The dr.ta gathering instrument for this study was a
questionnaire check-list designed by the writer (a copy of which is in-
eluded in the appendix) and adapted from those used in similar studies and
the form for music in the Bv&luative Criteria. This form was then shown
to several authorities in the music field and revised as to their sugges
tions. The revised form wes then mailed to the eighty-four accredited
secondary schools for Negroes in the State of Georgia. This list was
secured fron the 1950-1951 Georgia Educational State Directory.
This questionnaire provides for the securing of information concerning
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(l) location, enrollment and personnel, (2) curriculum setting and organi
zation, (3) physical facilities and equipment, (4) curricula courses offer
ed, (5) musical activities local or otherwise, (6) approximation of
financial support and source, (7) educational preparation of personnel.
The form was constructed so thet following most of the items a check mark
or figure to be encircled was all required. Space was provided for elabora
tion and other suggestions.
Replies were received, tabulated, properly analyzed e.nd are presented
in Chapter II of this study.
In addition to the ds.ta derived from the return questionnaires, in
fo nation was also getherad from visitetions made to schools and inter
views with personnel thereof.
■Related Literature.— Literature related to this study will be dis
cussed according to the following categories:
1. Information concerning philosophy
2. Information concerning misconceptions
3. Research Studies.
Philosophy.— In discussing the philosophy of music education,
John Buskins states that "The four necessities of life are food, shelter,
raiment and music." It is quite evident ths t he saw the wholesome effect
of music upon the emotional life and the many ways that it serves ths
needs of both individuals and society.
William Hartshorne expressed that:
Music can satisfy sons of the basic human needs. The instinc
tive craving for beauty, the necessity for a vital and wholesome
Wilson, H.E., Music In The High School, (lew York, 1941), p. 27.
emotional expression and a constructive use of dynamic emotional
drives, the need for understanding one's environment and for
relaxation from the tension it creates, the desire for satisfying
social relationships through sharing rich experiences with one's
fellows, the aspiration to nobility and idealism, the natural urge
to find contact with a spiritual force beyond one's self end to
become identified with it ... all these are important to the well
being of every individual.
These are the qualities of mind and spirit which have led men
to develop great religion, great art, and idealist forms of govern
ment. They are vsluas which must be nurtured in a democratic society,
and as music serves them it strengthens the democratic ideal. By
its very nature music intensifies and emotionalize these values so
that through music the best thoughts of our minds may become the
deepest desires of our hearts.1
In a statement prepared by Will Earhesrt, for many years a specialist
in music education, the following viewpoint is given.
It is in connection with a stage of emotional life that music
can play a part of untold value. Given no safe guarded channel for
its expression the emotional nature of the adolsscent is likely to
exhibit an unstable explosive tendency. Music by virtue of rhythm,
the social organization necessary to its expression, the beautifully
ordered form and the purity of its emotional range, legalizes and
directs emotional expressions through safe and beneficial channels.
Through it, feeling can at once vent itself and find itself puri-*
fied, enobled, made a thing of beauty. Some instinct must inform
the adolescent of its usefullnass to him; for at no place in the
school system do we find so general and ardent a tendency toward
all forms of musical expressions.
The Resolutions adopted by the Music Educators National Conference
at its Biennial meeting held in Los Angeles in 1940 express the following
philosophy and goals as an initial credo.
Throughout the ages, man has found music to be essential in
voicing his own innate sense of beauty. Music is not a thing apart
^Hartshorne, William, "Music Education Improves Quality of Living".
California Journal of Secondary Education, (1945), p. 245.
2
Barheart, Will, Music Supervisors National Conference Bulletin lo. 4
as cited in John W. Beattie WusicIn__Junior High, School, (Now York,
1930), p. 22.
from manj it is the spiritualized expression of his finest and
best inner self.
There is no one wholly unresponsive to the elevating appeal
of music. If only the ri^ht contacts fend sxperisnces &ra provided,
every life can find in music some answer to its fundamental need
for aesthetic and emotional outlet. Education fails of its cul
tural objectives unless it brings to every child the consciousness
that his own spirit may find satisfying exprassion through the arts.-*-
Further, speaking of the broad outlines of the music program, the
Music Education National Conference, states:
The Music liducators National Conference in full acceptance
of its responsibilities as the representative and champion of
progressive thought and practice in music education, pledges
its united efforts in behalf of a broed and constructive pro
gram which shall includes
(1) Provision in all the schools of our country,
both urban end rural, for musical experience
©nd training for every child, in accordance with
his interests end capacitiss.
(2) Continued effort to improve music teaching and
to provide adequate equipment.
(-3) Carry-over of school music training into the
musical, social, and home life of the community,
as a vital part of its cultural, recreational,
and leisure-time activities...^
The implications of the preceding point-of-views for the curriculum
are clear, certainly, the curriculum's responsibility for the spiritual
and aesthetic welfare of young people are among its most basic obligations.
Music education can provide experiences which will refine emotions, de
velop social solidarity and renew and enrich the spiritual aspect of the
individual.
Msoone9ptions.— Drinker in his valuable contribution to literature
"Music Gets The Run Around" presents two possible misconceptions as to
■\fusie iSducetors Hational Conference, Yearbook XXX, (Chicago, Illinois,
1940), p. 8
2Ibid_.
3Prinker, U.S., "Fusic Gets The Sun Around", Tha American Scholar,
Vol. 7, Wo. 3 (Summer, 1938), pp. 319-326. ————_-._ .
why music is not receiving from our educational system the attention to
which its prominence as a factor in modern cultural life entitles it.
The conceptions are: (l) "confusion of the understanding of music with
the performance of it, and (2) the idea that an intimate understanding
of music and the personal experience with it are mysterious, divine gifts,
restricted to a chosen few and denied to the tany."
Davis attributes the slighting of the artistic end emotional elements
that pertain to education, to the influence of the Puritans, who helds
....the exercise and cultivation of the emotions to be fraught
with ?;reat dangers to individuals and society, and who regarded
certain forms of art weakening to the character, if not indfead an
open confession of sin.
It is therefore, only within recent years that art and music
heva found an assured place in tha public school system and even
yet the rank, accorded them is not a coordinate one. Just why
the pupil of artistic abilities and tsstas should be discriminated
against and not allowed to pursue vigorously the subjects that
really interest him is not clear. ...Fundamentally, people live
in their amotions, and no art has a mora refining influence on
tha amotions than music.
James 'tursell listed three erroneous doctrines regarding music
education:
First there is the error, still widely maintained, that music
should be taught for the sake of mental training. We hear it said
by responsible persons that the educative value of music turns
on the training it provides in quickness, accuracy, concentration,
and ths like. Such notions lead to a primary emphasis upon drill,
upon the intellectual aspects of music, upon the reading of the
score, upon theory, and so forth. These are matters that, though
doubtless important, are essentially secondary. When they are
given a primary place, all the values of the program are falsified.
Second, there is the error of treating the acquisition of
techniques as the chief end to be achieved in music. Hhile by no
means do we disparage these abilities or fail to recognize their
importance, we insist that, when they are given first placs, they
throw the whole program out of line.
Davis, Calvin Q. Junior fligh Sohoo1 gjuj^jion, (New York, 1924), p.
270 as cited in John II. Beattie, 0. McConathy, Russell *Torgan. !1usic_In,
Junior High School, (ttew York, 1930), pp. 62-63.
Third, there is the error of treating knowledge about, rather
than experience with music as the chief aim of music education in
the schools. A (gain knowledge about music is of great value, but
only in so far as it supports end enriches a personal and vital
esthetic experience.
Reseajroh Studigs_.— In regards to the general status of music in the
secondary schools, the following studies will be noteds
Elizabeth fersh Hill,2 in a study to discover the status of music in
the public schools of Georgia and to compare it with that of certain other
states, drex^r the following conclusion based upon the data received from
her questionnaire:
1. Few school systems in Georgia offered many different courses
or opportunities in fcpplied music. The range of opportunities were
wider in the city than in the county.
2. The teaching equipment notably inadequate.
3. The attitudes toward music while general favorable were
passively so.
Vincent sforgan, surveyed t?/enty-seven Mew England Secondary Schools
for boys and found that music was very inferior to the majority of the
academic subjects, in allotment of time, in number of instructors and
the quality of instruction.
Riemenschneider,* in the survey covering music education in the Worth
Central Association reve&led from data collected that music as such was
firmly entrenched in the schools although not developed as much as other
National Society for the Study of Education, Music 9ducati_on. Thirty-
fifth Yearbook, Part II (Bloomington, Illinois), 193G, p. 5.
2Hill, Elizabeth Marsh, "The Status of Music In the Public Schools of
Georgia". Unpublished Thesis, (Atlanta, 1938), pp. 78-82.
3Morgan, Vincent, %sic In The Secondary School, Worcester Art Museum
(Worcester, 1941), p. TT.
4
Riemeasohneider, Albert, Survey of Music Education In Worth Central
Association, North Central Association Quarterly, 1941, pp. 161-72.
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educational branches. The basic equipment and buildings for music educa
tion compared favorably with the equipment and buildings of other depart
ments. The questionnaire technique was employed to gather the data.
Edgar Bogie Clerk, made a survey of music education in Negro schools
and collages. The major purpose of this study was to make a critical
evaluation end comprehensive appraisal of the status of music education
in the rural school, high school, and the college so as to furnish a
background upon which one might build an efficient music curriculum. The
study revealed indefiniteness of purpose, lack of agreement as to stand
ards of teaching, a wide variety in nomenclature as well as in content
of courses offered in the schools studied. The variability in time
allotment and credit given was indicative of the unsettled status of music.
It was further revealed that music education had been relegated to an
unimportant status in the curriculum of Negro schools and that there was
a need for supervision and centralization of aims.
Annett," in seeking the status of the position of stata supervision
of music mailed a check-list to all state supervisors of music. The find
ings of the study may be summarized as follows:
1. Eleven states and teritories had laws requiring the teaching
of music in the public schools.
2. Nine states had state supervisors of music.
3. Eighteen states had some agency performing the duties or
a part of the duties that would fall to the state supervisor
1 ■ — __ _____
Clark, Edgar Rogie, "Music Education In wegro Schools", Journal of
Negro Education, IX, (Washington, 1940), pp. 580-590. ~ ~~~~
2
Annett, Thomas, State Supervision of Public School Music, Music
tJl, (Chicago, 1939), p. 24. —~~
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in case such an officer existed in the state.
4. Twenty-six states had no supervision in music education.
5. The directors of education in seventeen states and territories
reported a need for e state supervisor of music.
6. The directors of education of nine states without state
supervisors of music reported no need for such an officer.
7. Seventeen states issued courses of study in music.
Vocational histories of th® state supervisors that was then in office
indicated that the training of the state supervisors of music ranged
from six to eight years with a mean of 6.6 years, the previous positions
of six of the state supervisors of music was that of college instructors.
Value of Study.— The probable values to be derived from a study
of this type ares
1. The possibility of alerting those concerned to the needs of pro
viding a music curriculum.
2. To determine the degree of adequacy of the music programs in
the schools studied.
3. The motivation of Negro Secondary Schools to make more extensive
and intensive provisions for music education to serve the needs of youth.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AID INT3RPREWTI0N OF DATA
#"" In "this chaPter th9 (5a'ta received on the
present status of the music education program from the questionnaires
mail ba analyzed etnd interpreted under the following major captions;
(l) general information concerning the accredited secondary schools for
Negroes returning the questionnaires, (2) organization and curriculum
setting for music education, (3) music eetivities, (4) facilities and
equipment provided, (5) financial appropriations and (s) personnel
connected with the schools studied.
General Information.-- Table 1, page 12, gives basic data in regard
to schools participating in this study and presents information as to school,
location, enrollment, number of teachers both academic and those connect
ed with the music program, and the type of community in which the school
was located. The basic data within Table 1 will be segregated into
three separate tables) namely, enrollment, teachers and tjrpe of community,
and presented in the immediate tables to follow.
Enrollment of Schools.— Table 2, page IS, presents the data concern
ing enrollment in the thirty-two schools. The total enrollment in the
schools ranged from seventh-six to three thousand six hundred and eleven,
with a mean enrollment of 431.78; the total enrollment for boys ranged
from 27 to 1,629 with a mean enrollment of 182.28;the same for girls
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It can readily be seen from notin* Table 2, that the variation of en
rollments in the schools in this study as to boys, girls, and total is
tremendous.
Teachers in__thg_^Schools..—• In Table 3, page 14, data is presented
concerning the number of teachers employed in the 32 schools participa
ting in this study. Specifically, the data indicates that of a total of
517 teachers employed, the number in the schools ranged from three to 131
with a mean of 16.1. The 59 teachers employed to teach music in these
schools ranged from 1 to 4 with a mean of 1.84.
It is further revealed from Table 3, that the range of all the teachers
employed in the secondary schools of this study was extremely wide,
whereas the range of the music teachers in these schools was very narrow.
TABLE 4






Types qf_P_gggnttnity_»— Table 4, above, reveals data as to the type
of community! rural, village or urban in which the 32 schools were found.
Of the total of 32 schools 19 or 59.38 per cent were located in urban
centersi 5 or 15.52 per cent were located in village centersj and 8 or








Organization and Curriculum Setting of Music
Activities
Table 5, page 17S presents data concerning the curriculum setting and
organization of the music education, programs of the 32 schools participa
ting in this study. In this ssction the statemants on the questionnaire
check-list required "yes" or "no" responses. The "yes" responses tallied
in this section of ths questionnaire check-list ware 120 or 53.57 par cent
of the total; the "no" responses were 94 or 41.98 per cent of the totalj
10 or 4.47 of the total returns were unanswered.
Sixteen or 50.00 per cant of the schools required the participation of
the total student body in one music course| 20 or 62.50 per cent provided
elective courses or activities? 19 or 59.38 per cent assisted pupils by
counseling! 16 or 50.00 per cent offered the elective activities during
the regular day. The feet that 16 or fifty per cent required general
courses in music implies a trend toward recognition of the advantages
music has to offer in helping to develop the total individual.
Allotmenit^of JTlmfl.— Table 8S page 18, presents data concerning the
allotment of time for misic activities in the music educational programs
of the 32 schools participating in this study. Two aspects are given in
this table, the number of periods per week and the length of psriods.
The data presented in Table 6 shows the fluctuation of the schools from
1 to 5 periods per week. Twelve or 37.50 per cent of the schools used
the two pariods a week schedule; 9 or 28.12 per cent of the schools used
a daily period schedule; and 2 or 8.25 per cent of the schools used the
three periods a week schedule.
It is interesting to notice that the range of the period lengths ran
from forty minutas to 1:15 minutes; 11 or 34.06 per cent of the schools
17
MBLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF "YES" AWD "NO" RESPONSES CONCERNING
CURRICULUM ORGANIZATION
Yes No Blank
Statements Mo. Percent lo. Percent No. Percent
1. Are pupils required




career? " 16 50.00 16 50.00
2. Are elective music
courses or activities
available to pupils? 20 62.50 12 S7.50
3. Are pupils assisted
through counseling by
music teachers or other
competent persons to
determine the extent of
their participation in
music activities? 19 59.38 13 40.62
4. Are general music courses
allotted a sufficient
number of periods per
week? 15 46.87 14 43.75 3 9.38
5. Are music periods of
adequate or appropriate
length? 19 59.38 8 25.00 5 15.62
6. Is variation in allot
ment of time i.'or music
activities provided to
meet different pupils'
needs? " 15 46.87 17 53.13
7. Are elective music ac
tivities offered during
the regular day? 18 50.00 14 43.75 2 6.25
Total 120 53.57 94 41.96 10 4.47
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES COMCBENIHG TIT® ALLOTTED FOR
MJSIC ACTIVITIES
18













12.50 40 min. 2
37.50 45 min. 8
6.25 50 min.
55 min. 4




Total 32 100.00 32
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responding used the sixty minute period length.
.— Table 7, page 20, reveals data as to the
nature of the general music course in the schools participating in this s
study. The "yes" responses to the thirteen statements in this section
of the questionnaire check-list, 253 or 61.82 per cent of the total} 122
or 29.33 per cent was the total "no" responses; 41 or 9.85 per cent of the
responses were unanswered.
In breaking the responses down in terms of highest and lowest fre
quencies, the following my be noticed; the highest frequency of "yes"
responses 26 or 81.25 per cent was yielded to the statement in this
section dealing with the provision of the type of singing activity suit
able for the particular needs of the adolescent voice. It was on the
same statement the lowest frequency 3 or 9.38 per cant "no" responses
was received. The highest frequency 16 or 50.00 per cent no responses
were received on two statements; they were respsctively, (l) the provision
for the introductory experience with a variety of musical instruments
and (2) the provision of the opportunity to study various musical forms.
This information can readily be understood (discussed later under the
caption of finance), sine® the appropriation, or financial support of the
music education program for the majority of these schools was very limited,
Tabla 7, further reveals thet 16 or 50.00 per cent of the schools
listed having a general music course which extended the skills, knowledge,
understanding and appreciation developed during the elementary school;
while a range 11 to 26 was tabulated on other statements that could or
should be incorporated in a general music course.
Elective Music Activities.— Table 8, pa«-e 21 presents data regarding
the elective music activities within the secondary schools of this study.
20
TilBLS 7







ff°* Cent No. Cent
1. Extend the knowledge, skills, under
standing and appreciations develop
ed during elementary school
2. Involve activities appropriate
to the individual needs and
abilities of pupils
3. Provide opportunity for en
couragement of individual
achievement
4. Provide information concerning
community musical activities
5. Continue development of
singing activities
6. Provide induetory experience
with a variety of musical
instruments
7. Develop skill in reading
music
8. Provide type singing for
particular need of adolescent
voice
9. Offer opportunity to listen
to recordings of many types
of music
10. Provide opportunity to study
various musical forms.
11. Provide opportunity to study
leading composers
12. Emphasize development of
musical tastes and listening
powers
13. Emphasize the development of
understanding and appreciating
of music to the world's history
and culture
16 50.00 13 40.62 3 9.38
20 62.50 9 28.12 3 9.38
23 71.87 8 18.75 3 9.38
21 65.62 8 25.00 3 9.38
24 75.00 5 15.62 3 9.38
13 40.62 16 50.00 3 9.38
19 59.38 10 31.25 3 9.38
26 81.25 3 9.38 3 9.38
18 56.25 11 34.06 3 9.38
11 34.06 17 53.13 4 12.50
19 59.38 10 31.25 3 9.38
23 71.87 5 15.62 4 12.50
20 62.50 9 28.12 3 9.38
Total 253 60.82 122 29.33 41 9.85
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Five statements were made in this section with space left for two possible
answers "yQS" or "no". The total yes responses to this section was 103
or 64.38 per cent of the total cheok-lists received; the "no" responses
were 41 or 25.82 per cent; unanswered statements in this section totalled
16 or 10.00 per cent of the returns.
Although 18 or 56.25 per cent of the schools listed the provision of
elective courses for pupils with talent or special interests 32 or 100.00
provided choruses or large group singing activity. It can be readily seen
from this table that the general chorus or large singing group is the core
of the musie programs of the accredited secondary schools participating in
this study.
TA8LE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF YES AND 130 R3SP0NSES CONOBE.iiING ELECTIVE MJSIC
ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE THIRTY-TWO ICCTSDITED SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
——— — - ■ ' - — —-yg^ jj_ Blank
Activity Content No. Percent No. Percent iloj^
_Te'otiv:e~~i nd Extra Class
activities ares
1. Built pon skills, know
ledge, appreciation and
understanding developed
in the general music course. 18 56.25 11 34.08 3 9.38
2. Provide opportunity for
talented pupils to pursue
field of interest 18 56.25 10 31.25 4 12.50
3. Emphasize development of
tnusic skills in keeping
with abilities and apti
tudes 20 .62.50 7 21.87 5 15.62
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TABLH 8 (Continued)
DISTRIBUTION CP YES IW MO RESPONSES CONCERNING KLECTIVH MJSIC
ES 771 THIN 'THE THIRTY-TWO ACCHSDITEB SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
Yes Mo Blank
Activity Content No. j^arcgnt. _JMo_.
4. Offer instruction in
the fundamentals of music
for those with poor, back
grounds 15 46.87 13 40.62 4 12.50
5. Provide general chorus
or large group singing
activities 32 100.00 -- -- I____IZ_
Total 103 64.38 41 25.62 IS 10.00
Physical Facilities.— In Table 9, page 23, are listed the frequencies
of the "yas", MnoM and unanswered responsas concerning the physical
facilities provided for the music education program. The total "yes"
responses for this section wss 72 or 45.00 par cent of the returns % the
total "no" responses was 81 or 50.62 percent of the total returns;
those statements unanswered ware 7 or 4.38 per cent of the total re
turns. Particular interest is directed to the fact that 21 or 65.62 per
cent of the schools assigned rooms for musical activities; 18 or 56.25 per
cent made provisions for individual practice requirements and 13 or 40.62
per cant provided storage facilities and budget for replacement of
materials and equipment when necessary. From observation of the data
in Table 9, there seems to b@ a trend toward the provision of physical
facilities of some degree by the majority of the thirty-two schools for
music activities, although finance again serves as a great hindrance.
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TA3L3 9
DISTRICT IOH 0? !!Y3S" AMD "NO" E5FP0MSES CONH'.SPRING PHYSICAL
FACILITIES
Yas No Rlank
JI0' Parpen^ ^o. Percent I'Jo. Percent
1. Special room assigned for
music activities 21 65.62 10 31.25 1 3,25
2. v.TUsio rooms soundproof
or so located that they
do not interfere with the
conduction of other classes 7 21.71 24 75.00 1 3.25
S. Storage facilities for
equipment and materials 13 40.62 17 53.12 2 6.25
4. Practice provisions made
for individual pupils 18 55.25 13 40.62 1 3.25
5. Budget provided to rapiece equip
equipment when neoessary __JJL__t.PjL6? — 53.12 2 6.25
Total 72 45.00 81 50.62 7 4.38
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Equipment.— Table 10 shows the frequencies and percentage with
reference to the music equipment found in the secondary accredited
schools used in this study. Thirty-two or 100.00 per cent of the schools
reported having pianos, although some in vary poor conditions 23 or 71.87
per cent listed using projectors; 22 or 68.75 per cent reported having
phonographs for the purpose of playing recordings! 18 or 56.25 per cent
OYmed public address systemsj 17 or 53.13 par cent radios; 10 or 31.25
per cent listed having instruments, music stands end music libraries
for pupils to use.
TABLE ID
DISTRIBUTION OF ESSPOISBS /S TO W.JSIC SQUF^'ltMT PPOVIDED 3Y



































Materials.— Table 11, presents information concerning materials pro
vided by the 32 schools participating in the study. The following results
were noted! 15 or 46.97 per cent of the schools responded positively to
the item concerning the provision of music books 5 15 or 46.87 per cent
reported having films; 14 or 43.75 per cent owned records. Other illus
trative materials listed were charts, pictures, flash cards, tape and
wire recorders. From data presented in Table 11 it can be seen that a
comparatively low percentage of the schools used materials listed.
TABLE 11 ■
DISTRIBUTION OF YES /ND J^O .RESPONSES CONCERNING THE PROVISION







































































presents the number and per
cent of music activities listed by the schools participating in this
study. The range of the various activities ran from 32 or 100.00 per
26
cent responses where choral work was1 concerned to 1 or 5.25 per cent
t
participation in woodwind or brass ensembles. Twenty-nine or 90.62 per
cent of the schools offered some type of musical experience in assembly!
25 or 78.12 per cant responded as to having glee clubs; 23 or 7S.12 per
cent sponsored a general concert; 18, or 56.25 per cent listed having
oparettasj 17 or 53.13 psr cant sponsored musicals; 15 or 46.87 per cent
listed having bands, and fostered visiting artists for inspirational and
motivating purposes; 12 or 37.50 psr cent participating in sone broad
casting experience. The instrumental clessas received the lower frequencies.
TABL3 12
DISTRIBUTION OF KESPOjNSSS CONCERNING MUSIC ACTIVITIES WITHIN
THE THIRTY-TWO ACCREDITED SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Activity Number Per cent of'Tqtal_
Chorus ■ ' 32 100.00




Piano Class 6 ' 18.75
String Ensemble 2 8.25
Wood wind ensemble .. 1 3.25
Brass ensemble 1 3.25
Drum Corps 2 6.25
Operetta 18 56.25
Cantata 10 31.25
General Concert 23 71.87
Assembly 29 90.62




Data presented in Table 12 further reveal that the majority of the
schools participating in this study engaged predominately in singing
activities. A small percenbabe of the schools offered a varied music
27
activities program.
Table 13, and Table 14 present data concerning the groups of music
activities in the schools of this study and their apparent size. From
table 13, it can be seen that the groups of music activities ranged from
one to three in the schools studied, with one group listed by the majority.
The sizes of the music activities which varied tremendously are presented
in Table 14.
TABL3 13
DISTRIBUTION 0? MUSIC ACTIVITIES IN TEJf-IS OP THE NTJWJiSR OF








































DISTRIBUTION OF MUSIC ACTIVITIES /-CCORDINtT TO SIZE WITHIN THE


























lc ictiyities According to Size















the schools participating in local, district End state festival activities.
Nineteen or 59.37 per cent reported participating in local festival ac
tivities? 17 or 53.12 per cent listed district participation; and 15 or
46.71 per cent participated in the state festival activities.
It is apparent from the data presented in this table that the music
personnel connected with the schools responding to this section of the
questionnaire check-list are sware of the social force of music and how
well it can be manifested through the festival activities.
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T/BLT3 15
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING PARTICIPATION OF THE
THIRTY-TWO ACCREDITED SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN
FBSTIV/L ACTIVITIES
Scope • Number Per cent
Local 19 59.37
District 17 53.12
_Stete_ 15 _ _ 46.71
Total 51 53.12
Finance and Appropriations.— Table 16 prassnts a vivid description
of the approximate appropriations made for music education by the accredit
ed secondary schools responding to this section of the questionnaire.
Of particular interest is the fact that the range of appropriation was
extremely wide. The mean financial appropriation was *340.35.
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING FINANCIAL APPROPRIATIONS
FOR THE MUSIC EDUCATION FRO^*! OF TIE THIRTY-TOT
ACCREDITED SECONDARY SCHOOLS






























Source of Finance.-- Table 17S presents data concerning the scarce of
finance user! to support the music education programs in the schools par
ticipating in this study. Seven possible sources with space for others
ware provided on the check-list. The following responses were notedj 12
or 37.50 per cent of the schools received their financial support from the
school's budget appropriation; 16 or 50.00 per cent of the schools used
finance from the admission to concerts; 8 or 25.00 per cent listed fees
from pupils. Private donations were listed by 7 or 21.71 per cent of the
totali 5 or 15.82 per cent used profits from lunch room fundsj while 9 or
28.12 per cent appropriated money from the student activity funds. Par
ticular interest is directed to the fact that only one or 3.25 per cent
of th9 schools listed the Parent-Teacher Association as a source of
financial support. This would seem to indicate a lack of interest
either of the school in the Pa rent-Teachar organization or a passive in
terest of the parents in the activities provided for their children.
T/BLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES AS TO THE SOURCE OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT
FOR WJSIC EIFJCATIOI P20GRAM OF THE THIRTY-TWO ACCPBD1TSD
SECONDARY SCHOOLS













































Personnel^-- In Table 18, the following information concerning the
training of the music personnel is revealed. Twenty-five or 42.37 per
cent of the persons connected with the music progrems of the schools
participating in this study listed having had instrumental training; 23
or 38.98 par cent listed vocal, theoretical or a course in the methods
of teaching, while only 20 or 33.98 per cent professed to be acquainted
with materials and modern trends in music education. It is further re
vealed from Table 18, that there is a need for more adequately trained
music personnel in these schools.
Ti'BLB 18
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES COjCEMING THE MUSICAL TRAINING OF
*USIC PERSONNEL CONlMECTSD ?fIT.i T'iS THIHTY-TWO SCrtOOLS















4. Training in methods of teaching
music 23 38.98
5. Acquainted with materials and
modern trends in music education 20 33.98
Educational preparati_on_.— Table 19, presents data concerning the
degrees held by personnel in the music education program, of the schools
participating in this study. Fifty-nin® or 100.00 per cent of the total
personnel connected with the 32 schools held bachelor dagreesj 7 or 11.86
par cent of ths total reported working towards a master's degrees 6 or
10.16 per cent of the total group connected with this area had master's
32
degrees. This table further revealed that there ware no teachers in
these schools working towards a doctoral degree.
TiiBLS 19
DISTRIBUTION OP I^'POISSS CONCERNING TIE DEGREES HELD 3Y





















with which subjects were named as either a major or a minor in the train
ing of the music personnel connected with the schools used in this study.
As was to be expected, the music personnel had the highest frequency
of their work in music education either as a major or minor, with the
other subject fields having received lower percentages. Table 20 shows
that 19 or 32.20 per cent of the personnel listed music as a major} 1
or 1.69 per cent majored in elementary education. As far minor subject
areas, 10 or 16.94,per cent of the teachers in music listed music as a
minorj the lowest frequency 1 or 1.69 per cent of the music personnel
listed science as minor area of concentretion. The large percentage of




DISTRIBUTIOM 0? 11SSP0MS3S CONCERNING M/iJOT? AUlD MINOR AR&6S OP



























































personnel connected within the music program, Table 21, reveals that 10
or 16.94 per cent of the total personnel connected with the music pro
gram of the 32 schools studied have had 1 year of teaching experience;
10 or 16.94 per cent listed 2 years of teaching experience} 9 or 15.25
per c©nt listed having taught over ten years. It may be further noted
from Table 21 that the average years of teaching experience for the music
personnel connected with the 32 schools in this study is 5»4»
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TABL3 21
DISTRIBUTION OF TH3 EBSPOMSBS CONCERNING TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF
MUSIC PERSONNEL CONNECTED WITH TrE T.TDRTY-TWO .ACCREDITED
SECOIMKI SCHOOLS












Mo R.Qsponse_ ^ 10 ___ 18.94
Total 59 99.89
__ !!ggjL_ __.- _ - r-IL'A- .., —
Subjects Taught by Personnel.-- Table 22, reveals information concern
ing the academic ss well as music subjects taught by the music personnel
of the accredited secondary schools for Negroes used in this study. The
facts revealed ?rore that 14 or 23.87 par cent of the music personnel
listed SngLish as their major teaching subjactj 5 or 8.47 per cent of the
total teaching personnel listed history and elementary grade subjects.
Other subjects in the academic area were listed but with much lower per
centages.
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In the area of music, 28 or 44.07 per cent of the personnel listed
music subjects that they taught. .Again it was further revealed from
Table 22, thet 33 or 55.89 per cent of the music teachers were employed
in the academic field and not in the specific field of music.
TABLE 22
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CO,u'CERI>iTM(J SUBJECTS TUT GUT BY MJSIC








































































Periods Teught J5er_Da2__by_Personn©l_.— The basic data presented in
Table 23, reveal that 23 or S8.98 per cant of the personnel connected
with the ?nusie program of the thirty-two schools participating in this
study taught five periods per day; 12 or 20.34 per cent listed four
periods per day; 5 or 8.47 listed six periods? 2 or 3.39 per cent listed
one and two periods per day.
TiBLE 23
DISTRIBUTION OF PZ^IOOS TiHGHT FIR DAY BY ^JSIC FSIiSOMSL

































interesting facts concerning the responses of the schools participating
in this study.
Ten or 31.35 par cent of the schools listed a selected teacher as the
director of the rausic education program. This information substantiates
the data revealed in Tcble 22, page 35S that"the larger percent of the
psrsonnel in the schools of this study were primarily academic teachers.
.Mine or 28.12 per cent of the schools listed the music teacher as the
37
diractori 8 or twenty-five per cent listed conductors! while 1 or 3.25
per cent named the principal or principal's assistant as director.
TABLE 24
DISTRIBUTION OF EESPOISSS AS TO Vll 13IP3CTOE OF THE





























Another fact pointed out in Table 24, was thet 2 or 6.25 per cent of
the schools studied used a selected outside person to direct the music
program. From the data presented in this table it een be seen that there
is a definite need for more qualified music personnel in the accredited
secondary schools participating in this study.
CHAPTER III
SUTWAEY AMD CONCLUSIONS
Summary.-— The major purpose of this study has been to ascertain
the present status of the Music Education Program in the Thirty-two
Accredited Secondary Schools for Negroes in Georgia for the school
year, 1950-1951.
The following statements briefly summarize the facts presented here
tofore j
— (Table 2)
The totsl enrollment in the thirty-two Nsgro accredited high
schools participating in this study ranged from 76 to 3611, with
a mean enrollment of 431.78; the total enrollment for boys ranged
from 27 to 1629 with a mean of 182.28; the total enrollment for
girls ranged from 45 to 1982 with a mean of 249.50.
Tea_chers__2£ijthe__Schoq^.— (Table 3)
•The total number of teachers in the thirty-two Magro accredited
high schools was 517, with a mean of 16.1 per school. Further,
the number of trusio teachers in the schools was 59 with a mean
of 1.84 teacher par school.
Type of Community.— (Table 4)
Of the 32 schools 19 or 59.38 per cent were located in urban
centers; 5 or 15.62 per cent were loceted in village centers;
8 or twenty-five- per cent in rural areas.
Curriculum Organization.— (Table 5)
Deta on curriculum or5aniastion are as follows: 16 or 50.00 par
cent of the 32 schools required the participation of all the
pupils in one general music course; 20 or 62.5 per cent offered
elective music courses to all pupils; 16 or 50.00 per cent
offered music activities during the regular day.
"" (Table 6)
Data concerning the allotment of time for music activitias in the
thirty-two schools fluctuated from 2 or 8.25 par cent of schools
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offering music courses and activities three times per week to
12 or 37.50 per cant using 2 periods per waek. The range of
the length of these periods were from 40 minutes to 1:15 minutes
JflusicCourse.-- (Table 7)
Beta concerning the nature of the general music course in 32 schools
ravealed that 26 or 81.25 per cent of the schools provided singing
activities suitable for the adolescent voice; 13 or 56.25 per cant
offered opportunity to listen to recordings of ^any types of music;
19 or 59.38 par cent offered opporttiniti es to study leading com
posers.
Eleotive and ffjftra^Class Aoj^LjJ£i3«-- (Table 8)
Data concerning the elective music activities in the 32 schools
revealed that 18 or 56.25 per cant provided extra or elective
activities for students with talent and interest; 32 or 100 per
cent provided choruses or large group singing activities.
— (Table 9)
Data concerning the physical facilities of thirty-two schools for
music activities revealed that 21 or 85.62'per cent of tha schools
had special assigned rooms for music activity; 7 or 21.71 psr cent
furnished music rooms so located as to not interfere with the
conduct of other classes; 13 or 40.82 per cant provided storage
facilities for materials.
Tjusic_Equipmsnt_.— (Table 10)
The following music equipment was listed by the thirty-two schools;
10 or 31.25 per cent furnished instruments; 32 or 100.00 per cent
owned pianos; 17 or 53.13 per cent listed radios; 10 or 31.25 per
cent listed recording equipment; 23 or 71.87 per cent listed
projectors; 22 or 68.75 per cent reported having phonographs.
T"Tusic 'lEtgrials.— (Table ll)
Beta concerning the provision of music materials revealed that
15 or 46.87 per cent of the schools her! books, rnd films; 14 or
43.75 psr cant owned records; 1 or 3.25 r>sr cent used other
illustrative materials such as cherts, pictures, flash cards
and wire recorders.
Music Activiti9s.— (Tables 12, 13, 14)
The data concerning music activities revealed ths-t 32 or 100.00
par cent of the schools had choruses; 29 or 90.62 per cent
offered music experiences in assembly; 25 or 78.12 per cent had
glee clubs; 23 or 71.87 per cent had general concerts; 18 or
56.25 per cent sponosred operettas, 17 or 53.13 per cent
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sponsored musicals; 15 or 46.87 per cent had music clubs; 14 or
46.87 per cent had bends, and fostered visiting artists; 12 or
37.50 per cent participated in broadcasting; 1 or 3.25 psr cent
sponsored woodwind or brass instrumental classes; 2 or 6.25 psr
cent had string ensembles.
Data concerning the groups and size of music activities in the
thirty-two schools revealed that the groups ranged from 1 to 3
in number. The size of the groups fluctuated from 0-20 to
101-120.
Music gegtivgls. - - . (Table 15)
Data concerning the extension of the music program of the thirty-
two schools into local, district end statewide festivals revealed
that 19 or 59.37 psr cent listed participation in local activities;
17 or 53.12 listed district and 15 or 46.71 per cent listed
statewide participation.
Fir^iice__and__S_ourjce_.— (Tables 16, 17)
Data regarding finance revealed that the mean amount of appro
priation for the music education program in the 32 schools was
;':'.340.35. Sixteen or 50.00 par cent of the schools listed admission
to concerts as their major source of financial support; 12 or 37.50
per cant listed school budget appropriations; 9 or 28.12 per cant
used student activity fund; 8 or 25.00 per cent listed fees from
pupils;.7 or 21.71 per cent used private donations; 1 or 3.25 per
cant listed perent-Tee.cher Association, County Board of Education
or committees.
Training of '"fosio Personnel.-- (Table 18)
The data conc^rnin,g; the training of the music personnel revealed
that 25 or 42.37 per cent had instrumental training; 23 or 38.98
per cant listed either theoretical, vocal or a course in methods
of teaching music. Twenty or 33.98 par cent listed acquaintance
with materials and modern trends in music educetion.
Degrees Held by Personnel.— (Table 19)
Data regarding the distribution of educational degrees revealed
that 59 or 100.00 por cent of the teachers held bachelors
degress; 7 or 11.88 per cent listed working toward the master's
degree; end 6 or 10.16 per cent had master's degrees.
Areas of iyajor end ''linor Preparetion.— (Table 20)
Out of a total of 59 teachers connected with the music education
program of the thirty-two schools, 19 or 32.50 per cent listed
music as major area of concentration. Ten or 16.94 per cent
of the music teachers had music as a minor area. Other subject
matter areas received a lower percentage.
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Teaching Mxperienea ofJPg_rg£nggl.»— (Table 21)
The data on the teaching experience of the 59 music teachers and
the 32 Negro hipp. schools raveal the following* 29 or 49.12 per
cent indicated teaching experience from one through five years?
6 or 10.01 indicated teaching experience from 6 through nine
yearsj 14 or 23.72 per cent indicated 10 years and over experience,
and 10 or 16.94 did not respond to this item. The mean teaching
experience for these teachers was 5.9 years.
Subjects Taught by Personnel.-- (Table 22)
The data on the subjects taught by the music teacher of the
32 accredited high schools revealed the following significant
fsctsj 33 or 59.93 per cent of teachers had major classes in
academe subjects) 26 or 44.07 per cant had major teaching
load in the five music activities or courses indicated. The
msan number of courses taught by the music teachers was 2.6; while
the mean number of academic courses taught by these teachers was
3.3.
Periods Taught F3rp^y^y_P_ejrsonnel_.--- (Table 23)
Basic data concerning the number of periods taught per day by
music personnel revealed that 23 or 38.98 per cant of the
p-jj-sonnel taught 5 periods per day? 12 or 20.34 per cent listed
4 periods per days 5 or 8.47 per cent 6 periods? and 2 or 3.39
par cent 2 periods.
- (Table 24)
Data regarding the director of the music education program of
the 32 schools revealed that 10 or 31.25 per cent used a selected
teacher? 6 or 25.00 per cent conductors? 9 or 28.12 per cent
music teachers? 1, or 3.25 per cent principals or the principal's
assistant.
Conclusions.— On the basis of the findings presented before, it
seems defensible to draw the following conclusions. Few of the accredit
ed secondary schools for Negroes in Georgia offer varied musical ex
periences courses and opportunities.
The fluctuation of the time allotted for rausic activities and the
fact that a large percentage of the music personnel studied were
primarily taachsrs of academic subjects seems to justify the assump
tion that the importance given to activities in the music curricula is
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still in a status inferior to that of the aeadamic subjects. More
emphasis should be plaoed upon the provision of materials end equip
ment to promote more impressive musical experiences.
Implications.— A careful re-examination of tha data as analyzed
snd interpreted throughout this study would appear to justify the de
duction of the following implications for educational actions
1. The meagarness of ths curricular offerings in the program
of music education in the Negro accredited high schools in
Georgia ssem to surest there is serious nesd for e more
comprehensive program of music education in these schools.
2. There appears to bs tha definite need for a more specific
policy of t.ie employment of teachers in the area of music
education; for it appears that the teachers are employed
primarily to teach academic subjects, v/ith music instruc
tion ss a secondary interest or after-though consideration.
3. Tha meagerness of the equipment and facilities provided for
tha program of music education would appear to warrant the
assumption that too little emphasis is being placed upon
music education in these fiiegro accredited high schools in
Georgia.
4. It would ssem thct one cannot escape the implication that
for these 32 Negro accredited high schools in the.state of
'Georgia that the music educe ti on program is looked upon
mainly as one of tha media of school publicity rather than
£s an educative experience to which increasing numbers of
thestudents should be exposed during their school careers.
Rgoommenda ti ons.— The inadequacies in the music program of the
accredited secondary schools as revealed by ths deta of this study
appear to justify that systematic courses in music be set up to take
the place of or in addition to the prasent courses and practices which
ere predominantly extra curricula.
The present program of music activities be expanded and enriched
so es to offer the opportunity of participation by increasing numbers
of pupils.
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Provisions be made for a reasonable variety of instrumental
music experiences in terras of individual and group participation.
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2. Grades included in this school: (Please check)
7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th
3» Number of pupils enrolled: Boys Girls Total—
4# Number of Teachers: (Of high school division only)
5, Number of Teachers connected with the Music Program* mmmm
6. Type of Community: Urban Village Rural—





These questions are V., be answered by chocHirsj either yes or no in
the right hand column
, No, Yes No
1, Are pupils required to participate in at least one
general music course during their secondary school
career?
29 Are elective music courses or activities available
to all pupils?
3, Are pupils assisted through counseling by music
teachers or other qualified persons to determine
the extent of their participation In music activi
ties?
4« Are general music courses alloted a sufficient num
ber of periods per week? (The number of periods per
week Is )
5. Are music periods of appropriate length? (The .
period length is minutes)
6. Is variation in the time allotments of music acti
vities provided to meet different pupil needs?





These statements are to be answered by checking either yes or n© in
the right hand column*
General Music Courses:
1. Are built upon and extend the knowledge, skills,
understandings, and appreciations developed in
courses in elementary school.
2. Involve activities appropriate to the individual
needs and abilities of the pupils.
3. Provide an opportunity for recognition and encour
agement of individual achievement.
4. Provide information concerning community and radio
activities,
5O Continue the development of singing as a funda
mental activity of the general music program,
6. Provide introductory experiences with a variety of
musical instruments.
7,; Provide opportunities to develop knowledge and
skill in reading music.
Qr, Provide unison and part singing for particular











Provide opportunity to 11 sten to recordings of wanrr
types of music*
.Provide opportunities to study various musical forms
(sonata)
Provide opportunity to study leading composers and
their works.
Emphasize the development of discrimination in musi
cal tastes and listening power.
IS*, Emphasize the development of understanding and appre-
'elation of the contribution of music to the world's
history and culture.
C, Elective and Extra-Class Activities
Elective and Extra-Class Activities:
1. Are built upon the knowledges, skills, appreciations,
and understandings developed in tte general music
course. .
2«Provide an opportunity for talented pupils to do crea-
u tive work.
3. Place emphasis upon the development of music skills in
keeping with individual aptitudes and abilities*,
4. Provide instruction in the fundamentals of music for
those not having sufficient tra-ining to participate in
the special groups.
5# Provide general chorus or large group singing activi*
ties.
D# Physical Facilities
1. Are special rooms assigned for music activities?
Are music rooms sound proof or so located that they
?%tt^ot interfere with the conduct of other classes?
&i Are p'tfdvisidljs made to meet individual practice re
quirements
4« Are storage facilities for equipment and materials
provided?








als and equipment When necessary?
■..■ .-.■....; .i {■■■• >■•;'- '■••'■•"•;>•>■ *





























































11, What kind of festival does your school participate in? (Please
check) ( ) Local ( ) District ( ) State ( ) National
12* Are the following activities included in your- music program?
() (a) operettas () (e) visiting artist
() (b) cantata 0 (f) musicales
() (c) general concert () (g) broadcasting
() (d) assembly program () (h) music clubs
Others:
1. Approximately what amount is spent annually for your music
program? .
2% Prom what source is this money derived?
Source:
()(a) School budget appropriate
()(b) Admission to concerts
()(c) Fees from pupils
()(d) Private donations
()(©) Lunch room profits
()(£) Appropriations from student activity fund
(Kg) Other sources (Please list)
H. Personnel: Music Tea<3hers
(Please check)
1, All members of the Music Department
( ) (a) Have had training in vocal music.
{ ) (b) Have had training in instrumental music,
( ) (c) Have had training in music theory,
( ) (d) Have had training in methods of teaching music,











3, Areas of Major - Minor Preparation







Teacher 1 -2 -3 -4
7. Physical Educ, ,
4, Years of Teaching Experience — (Circle one)
(a) Teacher 1, 123456789 10 Over
Teacher 2. 123456789 10 Over"
15),., Teacher 3. 123456789 10 Over"
(d) Teacher 4. 123456789 10 Over.
5# Subjects now Taught: (Please list number followed by name)
(a) Teacher 1# No;_
(b) Teacher 2# No|~
(c) Teacher 3, Noj*[
(d) Teacher 4, No;~
6. Number of periods Taught per day (Circle one)
(a) Teacher 1, ___ 12 3 4 5 6
(b) Teacher 2. 12 3 4 5 6
(c) Teacher 3, 12 3 4 5 6
(d) Teacher 4. 12 3 4 56
7« The Music Director is: (Please check)
() (a) Conductor
() (b) Principal
() (c) Music Teacher
() (d) Selected Teacher
() (e) Selected Outside Citizen
Remarks:
